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Introduction 
Interest in the constructionofartificial 
reefs in Australia was initially stimulated 
by the workofRandall (1963) in theVir­
gin Islands and Carlisle et al. (1964) and 
later Turner et al. (1969) in California, 
as well as the early reviews ofAmerican 
and worldwide developments in this field 
byStroudandJenkins (1961), Stroudand 
Massmann (1966), Unger (1966), and 
Oren (1968). This interest resulted in the 
construction, using waste concrete pipes, 
ofAustralia's first documented artificial 
reef in Victoria during the mid-1960's 
(Anonymous, 1965). 
Artificial reefdevelopments inAustra­
lia were summarized by Sanders (1974) 
and Pollard (1976). Although the bib­
liography on artificial reefs produced 
by Steimle and Stone (1973) contained 
only six references to Australian studies, 
a bibliography listing 137 publications 
on Australian artificial reefs and fish 
ABSTRACT-Thispaperoutlinesdevelop­
mentsoverabout20years in the construction 
ofandecological research on artificial reefs, 
fish aggregation devices (FAD's), andother 
artificial habitats designed to enhance fish 
populations and fisheries in the Australian 
region (including New Zealand and Papua 
New Guinea). Work was initially carriedout 
on multicomponent reefs using a variety of 
wastematerials, aswellassomespeciallycon­
structed concrete and steel structures. Later 
studies concentrated on single-component 
reefs, again mainly using waste materials. 
Although no definitive conclusions were 
reachedon the relative effectivenessofthedif­
ferent materials used, waste motor vehicle 
tires andderelict ships weregenerallyjudged 
to be the best all-around materials for 
single-component reefconstruction in shel­
teredestuarineandoffshoremarineenviron­
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aggregation devices was published by 
Pollard and Matthews (1985). Other ac­
countsofAustraliandevelopments in this 
field include a brief review by Pollard 
(1979) and articles in fishing and conser­
vation magazines byBowerman (1982), 
Starling (1983), Deacon (1984), and 
Hodgson (1986). 
This paper outlines in more detail the 
history and development over about 20 
years ofprojects involving artificial reefs 
and fish aggregation devices in the Aus­
tralianregion (Fig. 1) and provides infor­
mation on other artificial fisheries habi­
tat developments in this area. 
Multicomponent Reefs 
Following the early work on multi­
component reefs carried out in Califor­
nia in the middle to late 1960's (Carlisle 
etal., 1964; Turneretal. , 1969),studies 
were begun in several Australian states 
using reefs constructed of similar waste 
materials. 
ments, respectively, in this region. FAD's com­
prisingpolyvinylchloridepipe sparbuoys (or 
in some areas polyurethane foam floats) at­
tachedto railroadcarwheelanchorsbypoly­
ethylene rope and chain, and supporting at­
tractordrapesofsyntheticmesh webbing, also 
provedtobegenerally successfulin this area. 
Overall conclusionsfortheAustralian region 
include thepredominantuseofwastemateri­
als in artificial reefconstruction, which has 
beenprimarilyaimedat recreationalfisheries 
enhancement; the successfuluse ofFAD'sfor 
both recreational and commercialfisheries 
enhancement; the needforfurther andbetter 
planned research into andmonitoring ofthe 
effectiveness ofboth of these enhancement 
methods; andtheneedforfuture research in­
to the effectiveness of unfished "artificial 
habitat reserves" in enhancingfisheriespro­
duction from surrounding fished areas. 
Victoria 
The first documented artificial reef in 
Australian waters was constructed inOc­
tober 1965 by the Victorian Department 
ofFisheries and Wildlife in Port Phillip 
Bay, near Melbourne. This reef, which 
was laid in about 20 m ofwater 8 km off 
Carrum on the bay's eastern shore, ini­
tially comprised around 330 waste con­
crete pipes, eachup to2.5 m in lengthand 
1.8 m in diameter, weighing in total about 
400 metric tons (t). These pipes were 
barged to the site and sunk on a fine silt 
bottomover an areaofabout4 ha (Anon­
ymous, 1965; Sanders, 1974). Although 
this reef initially provided good fishing 
for Australian snapper, Chrysophrysau­
ratus, a highly sought recreational spe­
cies in this area, the concrete pipes grad­
ually sank into the soft substrate and had 
been scattered over too wide an area to 
providea very effectivelong-termfishing 
reef. A ferrocement cabin cruiser and a 
52 m timberhulk containing about40 t of 
concrete ballast were added to this arti­
ficial reefin 1967 and 1971, respective­
ly (Sanders, 1974; Beinssen, 1976). 
Three multicomponent reefs, eachcon­
sisting of 100 m3 of quarry rock, three 
1.5 m3 steel-reinforced open concrete 
cubes, four 3 m3 open steel frames, and 
about 1,000 motor vehicle tires tied in 
bundles of 8 tires each, were placed on 
sandy substrates in about 10m of water 
in Port Phillip Bay in 1973. These were 
laidoffMordialloc (near Carrum), Dro­
mana (to the south) and Werribee (to the 
west), in conjunction with the laying of 
an ethane pipeline across the bay by Esso-
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Figure 1.-Themain localities inAustralia, New Zealand, and Papua New Guinea mentioned in the text. Capital cities (large dots) 
are named, coastal towns (smalldots) are numberedonthe landward sides, andothercoastal features on the seaward sides ofcoastlines. 
Key: 1 = Lizard Island, 2 = Cairns, 3 = Heron Island, 4 = One Tree Island, 5 = Hervey Bay, 6 = Bundaberg, 7 = Moreton 
Bay, 8 = Coffs Harbour, 9 = Port Stephens, 10 = Newcastle, 11 = Lake Macquarie, 12 = Jervis Bay, 13 = Batemans Bay, 14 
= Narooma, 15 = Eden, 16 = St. Helens, 17 = Tasman Island, 18 = Phillip Island, 19 = Port Phillip Bay, 20 = Geelong, 21 
= Kingston, 22 = Gulf St. Vincent, 23 = Spencer Gulf, 24 = Whyalla, 25 = Port Lincoln, 26 = Esperance, 27 = Hopetown, 
28 =Albany,29 =Cape Leeuwin, 30 =CapeNaturaliste, 31 =RottnestIsland, 32 =CliffHead , 33 =Geraldton, 34 =Exmonth 
Gulf, 35 = Weewak, 36 = Lae, 37 = Huon Gulf, 38 = Leigh, 39 = Bay of Plenty, and 40 = New Plymouth. 
BHP Australia l (Winstanley, 1972; San­
ders, 1974). Diving observations on these 
reefs showed all of the components ex­
cept the tires to have beendensely settled 
by mussels, Mytilus edulis, within 6 
months oftheir being laid. After 2 years 
most ofthe mussels had died off, except 
those on the steel frames, and the sessile 
fauna and flora of the remaining reef 
components were dominated by red 
algae, sponges, ascidians, andhydroids 
(Beinssen, 1976). 
Like the Carrum reef, these latter reefs 
'Mention oftrade names ofcommercial finns does 
notirnply endorsementby the NationalMarine Fish­
eries Service, NOAA. 
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supportedgoodpopulationsofAustralian 
snapper (Sparidae), and also ling (Ophi­
diidae), boarfish (Pentacerotidae), red 
mullet (Mullidae), beardie and bearded 
rock cod (Moridae), leatherjacket 
(Monacanthidae), long-finned sea pike 
(Dinolestidae) and garfish (Hemirham­
phidae), as well as a number of smaller 
nonangling species. Most ofthe fish ob­
served on these multicomponent reefs 
were associated with the tires, which 
were concluded to ' 'offerby far themost 
shelter" (Beinssen, 1976). 
Locations ofthese and other Victorian 
artificial reefs are given by Winstanley 
(1979), whoalsocommentedthat, although 
theconcrete pipes, quarry rock, and tires 
appeared to support the greatest variety 
and number of fishes sought by anglers, 
"Development of artificial reefs in Vic­
torian waters has occurred on an ad hoc 
basis rather than as a planned program, 
consequently although some observa­
tions ofestablished reefs have been made 
by the Fisheries and Wildlife Division 
there have not been sufficient resources 
for systematic monitoring ofreefcoloni­
sation or for comparison of the effec­
tiveness ofdifferent types ofmaterials." 
Queensland 
Another of the early multicomponent 
reefs to be constructed in Australian 
waters, initially consisting of about 50 
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motor vehicle bodies, 1,800 tires, 80 t of 
concrete rubble and three concrete "fish 
houses," was laid in 18 m of water off 
Woody Island in Hervey Bay, southern 
Queensland, in 1968 by a consortium of 
local skindiving, angling, boating, and 
conservation interests. By mid-l973 this 
reefhad been expanded to include some 
220motorvehiclebodies, around 10,000 
tires, several derelict wooden and steel 
barges (between about 25 and 55 m in 
length), around 400 t ofconcrete rubble, 
and 12 concrete "fish houses" (Davie, 
1971; Anonymous, 1971, 1973; Pollard, 
1976). By 1974 this reefcovered an area of 
some 32 h, and has since been expanded. 
After about 5 years, the oldestparts of 
the Hervey Bay reef were covered with 
thick growths ofsoft corals, gorgonians, 
and sponges, and supportedover70 spe­
cies offishes, includingmany ofrecrea­
tional fishing importance, comparedwith 
only 15 fish speciesobservedduring pre­
construction underwater surveys in this 
area (Thompson, 1973). Soon after its 
establishment, a ban on spearfishing on 
this reef was imposed, though angling 
pressure on it has apparently remained 
high. A tentative estimate ofthis angling 
pressure for 1973was "-'200anglerhours 
per week, resulting in an average catch 
rate of "-'0.5 fish per angler hour. The 
main target species wereAustralian snap­
er, tusk fish (Labridae), and sweetlip 
(Lethrinidae) (Sanders, 1974). 
A reefconstructed ofsimilarmaterials, 
but including a quantity oflarge (l.5 x 
3.5 m and 1.5 x 6.7 m) metal pipes and 
a number ofderelict steel vessels ranging 
from 20 to 45 m in length, was started in 
MoretonBay Gustto thenorth ofBrisbane 
in southern Queensland) in 1968, and 
added to over subsequent years. At the 
most recent report this reef comprised 
some 11 vessels, one tram car, 60 car 
bodies, 500 tires, 36 steel pontoons, and 
7 t of concrete pipes (Underwater Re­
searchGroupofQueensland, 1985). This 
reef is located offCowan Cowan, on the 
northwestern shoreofMoretonIsland, on 
a sandy bottom in around 20 m ofwater, 
and was initiated by the Underwater Re­
searchGroup ofQueensland with the as­
sistance (as a training exercise) ofa local 
Citizens Military Forces WaterTransport 
Squadron (Anonymous, 1971; Davie, 
1971). A similar assemblage offish spe­
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cies to that found on the Hervey Bay reef 
was observed during diving surveys car­
riedoutby the QueenslandLittoralSociety 
soonafterits construction, with approxi­
mately 80 species having been observed 
there by the end of 1970. Conspicuous 
amonst the fish fauna at the Moreton Bay 
reef, which is also closed to spearfishing, 
were very large specimens of estuary 
cod, Epinephelus malabaricus, and giant 
Queenslandgrouper, E. lanceolatus, ob­
served in 1975 around several of the 
sunken vessels (personal observation). 
Following an advertisement by the 
Queensland GovernmentTouristBureau 
encouraging visiting anglers to fish the 
Hervey Bay Reef, the umbrella group 
(the Maryborough and HerveyBay Arti­
ficial Reef Committee, which included 
both local angling and skindivinggroups) 
which had initiated the construction of 
this reefand instigated its closure to spear­
fishing, alsoadvocated its closure (at least 
temporarily) to angling. The rationale 
given was the importance of this reef as 
a "seedingarea" for surroundingwaters, 
and thus its value in "building up the fish 
population in Hervey Bay" (McDonald, 
1973a). Similar comments were subse­
quently made in relation to the Moreton 
Bay reef, such that, although' 'the reef 
was built to see if fish could be brought 
back into Moreton Bay ... the new fish 
population mced thedanger ofbeing fished 
out before being firmly established" 
(McDonald, 1973b). 
Based on observations of these two 
Queensland multicomponent reefs, the 
Queensland Littoral Society concluded 
that: "Outstanding success had been 
achieved with rubber tyresboundinto lots 
offive as reefmaterial. Motor car bodies 
are also successful, despite their short 
life" (ofabout5years)(Anonymous, 1971). 
A further multicomponent reef, com­
prising a number of derelict launches, 
many bundles oftires, and a variety of 
otherwastematerials, was alsoconstructed 
in southern Queensland (in Southport 
Broadwater, just to the south ofMoreton 
Bay) by the GoldCoast Underwater Club 
in 1972 (Sanders, 1974; Smith, 1976). 
This reefwas also closed to spearfishing, 
though it apparently provided good angl­
ing, and a number oflarge estuary cod 
(Serranidae) were observed on it in 1975 
(personal observation). Another small 
multicomponent reefwas constructed in 
MoretonBay (offWoodgate) using waste 
bricks, concrete pipes, and old machin­
eryin 1978 (Starling, 1983), but no infor­
mation on this reefs subsequent effec­
tiveness is available. 
South Australia 
An unknown number ofmotor vehicle 
bodies was placed offPortBroughton in 
upper Spencer Gulf, South Australia 
(S.A.), by local angling interests in the 
late 1960's. However these, in contrast 
to those placed in Hervey and Moreton 
Bays in Queensland, were still relative­
ly intact after around 20 years' immer­
sion2• No information is available on 
their effectiveness. 
Concrete Module Reefs 
The idea ofusing reefs constructed of 
small concrete modules for experimen­
tal ecological studies in Australia origin­
ated from the early workalong these lines 
carried out by Randall (1963) in the Vir­
gin Islands. 
Queensland 
Experimental workon fish recruitment 
patterns using reefs constructed ofsmall 
concretemodules was carriedoutduring 
1971 in 3-5 m of water in the lagoon at 
OneTreeIsland (at the southernendofthe 
Great Barrier Reef) by Russell et al. (1974). 
These authors compared two series each 
ofeight reefs (one laid in summerand the 
other in winter) comprising solid and hol­
low concrete blocks ofdimensions 160 x 
60 x 60 cm. These reefs attracted large 
populations of small coral reef fishes, 
though no firm results emerged in rela­
tion todifferencesdue to habitat structure 
(Talbot et al., 1978). Comparisons with 
similar small concrete module reefs in 
Florida (Bohnsack and Talbot, 1980) 
showed that reeffishes rapidly colonized 
such small experimental reefs in both 
areas, where they also supported similar 
total numbers of species and families, 
numbers of species per residence cate­
gory, and mean numbers of individuals 
per reef, despite the fact that the Austra­
lian locality had approximately twice the 
2K. Branden, S. A. Department ofFisheries, Ade­
laide. Personal comrnun. 
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species pool available for colonization. 
Similar concrete module reefs have been 
used more recently (during the early 
1980's) to studypredation ofjuvenile reef 
fish at Lizard Island on the northern part 
of the Great Barrier Reef3 . 
Western Australia 
Concrete shelters were used by the 
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Fisheries and 
Oceanography in studies ofjuvenilewest­
em rock lobsters, Panulirus cygnus, off 
CliffHead, southwesternWesternAus­
tralia(W.A.), in 1971-72 (Anonymous, 
1970a). These shelters were placed in 4.5 
m of water about 2 km offshore, but 
tagged rock lobsters placed on them had 
reportedly left the reefs by the time they 
were resurveyed about 1 month later 
(Chittleborough, 1973). 
New South Wales 
Although no studies have been carried 
out todateusing small-scaleconcretemod­
ule reefs in New SouthWales (N.S.W.) 
waters, small reefs consistingofpyrami­
dal bundles of earthenware pipes have 
beenused in experimental studies on fish 
recruitment in Sydney Harbour (Lincoln­
Smith,1978).Thesesmallexperimental 
reefs supported larger numbers of' 'sub­
stratum-associated" fishes, in terms of 
both species present and their abun­
dances, when compared to the flat areas 
of sea floor upon which the reefs were 
built. Non-substratum associated fishes 
were, however, more common in terms 
ofboth numbersofspecies and individu­
als presentover suchareas offlat bottom 
and also around nearby areas of natural 
reef. 
Theecologyoffishcommunitiesoccu­
pying both a natural rocky reefand a large­
scale concrete module port revetment 
wall in Botany Bay, in the southern sub­
urbs ofSydney, were studied by Burch­
moreetal. (1985) over a twoyearperiod 
between 1977 and 1979. Fish species 
present were censused bimonthly using 
a quantitative diver transect method at 
both sites, and spatial and temporal dif­
ferences in fish community structure 
were analyzed. Onehundred and two fish 
species from 50 families were observed, 
'0. Anderson, Macquarie University, Sydney. Per­
sonal commun. 
93 at the natural reef site and 50 at the 
artificial reef site, with 49 species being 
common to both. Twenty-five of these 
species were ofsome recreational and/or 
commercial fishing importance, and al­
though the natural reef site supported a 
larger numberoffish species and a higher 
total abundance offish, the artificial reef 
site attracted slightly larger abundances 
offishes ofeconomic importance (Burch­
more et al., 1985). This result contrasted 
with the findings ofRandall (1963), who 
found an order ofmagnitude higher bio­
mass offish ona concrete blockartificial 
reefcompared with a natural coral reefin 
the Virgin Islands. 
Apart from the these small experimen­
tal concretemodule reefs, and the small­
scale use of concrete "fish houses' in 
some of the multicomponent reefs, no 
larger-scale specially built concrete 
"production" reefs have yet been con­
structed in Australia. Most of the effort 
has beenconcentratedon the use ofwaste 
materials for reefconstruction. Although 
the different multicomponent reefs de­
scribed consisted ofa variety ofmiscel­
laneous waste materials, the main single­
component reefs have been constructed 
using waste motor vehicle tires and 
derelict ships. 
Tire Reefs 
The idea ofusing waste motor vehicle 
tires for artificial reefconstruction (first 
adopted in New South Wales in the late 
1960's and in SouthAustralia in theearly 
1970's), originated from an early booklet 
on this subject by Edmund (1967). 
New South Wales 
Australia's first documented tire reef 
was constructed in 1966by the Newcas­
tle Underwater Research Group using 
250 car tires which were sunk, together 
with a single motor vehicle body, in 8 m 
ofwater in Lake Macquarie, a large es­
tuarine coastal lagoonjust south ofNew­
castle in centralN.S.W. (Wharton, 1970). 
However, the car body and the wireused 
tobind the tires soon rusted away and the 
tyres were dispersed on theestuary floor. 
N.S.W. State Fisheries4 became con­
'Now the Division of Fisheries, N.S.W. 
Agriculture and Fisheries. 
cerned about the possible future indis­
criminate aquatic disposal ofwaste ma­
terials, sought to develop more soundly 
constructed artificial reefs, and in 1969 
chose Lake Macquarie for the construc­
tion of several experimental tire reefs. 
Four small reefs, each consisting of 
about 660car tires, were laid in the north­
emhalfofthis coastal lagoon in about 10 
m of water between October 1969 and 
July 1970 (Anonymous, 1970b, c; Mal­
colm and Matthews, 1970). Three such 
reefs were laid on muddy sand bottoms 
in areas where the water proved to be too 
turbid for regular underwater observa­
tion, but the fourth, located on a clean 
sandy bottom near the lake's entrance 
channel to the sea, proved very suitable 
for diver observations of its fish fauna. 
This reef consisted of 22 unanchored 
triangular-profiled bundles, each of 30 
tires (tied into cylinders of 10and then in­
to pyramidal bundles of 30 using poly­
propylene rope), placed in anopencircle 
orhorseshoe-shapedarrangement on the 
lake floor (Fig. 2). Fishcensusesandob­
servations of this reef's sessile flora and 
invertebrate fauna were subsequently 
carriedoutopportunistically over the fol­
lowing 8 years, with night censuses also 
being carried out over the last 3 years of 
the study (Fig. 3). 
Studies on this reef included observa­
tions on the temporal development and 
succession ofthe invertebrate fauna and 
flora, long-term and seasonal changes in 
the compositionand abundanceofthe fish 
community, diurnal changes in fish activ­
ity patterns and behaviour, and the resi­
dence status and location on and around 
the reef of various life history stages of 
the main fish species present. 
Overall, 78 speciesoffishes belonging 
to 44 families and comprising a total of 
around 12,500individuals were observed 
on the reefduring 25 censuses carriedout 
over the study period (Fig. 4). Following 
an initial 3 yearperiodofprimarycoloni­
zation and "community development" , 
during which a total of31 fish specieswas 
observedat the reef(daycensusesonly), 
an additional 25 species were observed 
during the second, and another22 species 
during the third 3-yearperiodofthe study 
(day and nightcensuses). During the lat­
ter two 3-year periods, a total of72 spe­
cies was observed by day (averaging 27 
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species percensus) and 50bynight (aver­
aging 24 species per census). The main 
peaks in species numbers occurred in 
summer-autumn and the main troughs in 
winter-spring during the latter 6-year 
period. 
The ten most "common" species on 
this reef(basedona multiple oftheiresti­
mated total abundance and their frequen­
cy of occurrence) included three scor­
pidids, a monacanthid, an apogonid, a 
carangid, twoplotosids, adinolestid, and 
an enoplosid. The most heavily repre­
sented fumily was the Serranidae, followed 
by the Monacanthidae, Pomacentridae, 
Labridae, Carangidae, Scorpaenidae, 
Tetraodontidae, andChaetodontidae. Al­
though mostofthe speciesobservedwere 
ofPeronian (south-central eastern Aus­
tralian warm temperate, here including 
widespread) zoogeographic affinities, 20 
species (mainly presentduring summer­
autumn) were found to be ofSolanderian 
(northeastern Australian tropical) affini­
ties, and noMaugean (southeasternAus­
tralian cool temperate) species were ob­
served. Among the 25 species present 
which were judged to be of economic 
value, the ten most abundantbelonged to 
the families Carangidae (2 spp.), Dino­
lestidae (l sp.), Monacanthidae (l sp.), 
Kyphosidae (l sp.), Sparidae (3 spp.), 
Gerreidae (l sp.), and Cheilodactylidae 
(l sp.). The succession ofdominant sed­
entary invertebrate fauna on the reef 
Figure 2.-Tire reef units being laid in Lake Macquarie, 1970. 
comprised barnacles, mussels, and then 
sponges, in that order (Fig. 5). The tires 
and their attachment ropes were found to 
be in generally sound condition after 9 
years' immersion (Pollard et al. ,1987). 
Similar small tire reefs were subse­
quently laid in a number of other loca­
tionsinN.S.W. during the mid 1970's, 
including Batemans Bay (on the mid 
south coast), Port Stephens (on the mid 
north coast), and Port Hacking Gust 
south of Sydney). Only the latter reef 
was monitored, and in this case, although 
the tire bundles used were constructed 
with a higher profile (each comprising 
10 cylinders of 10 tires, attached with 
plastic packaging strap and polythene 
buckles), it was subsequently found that 
this site was too deep (about 25 m) and 
too far upstream in the estuary toprovide 
effective habitat for a variety ofestuarine 
fish (Fig. 6). Only 25 species were ob­
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Figure 3.-Diver recording biological data on Lake Macquarie tire reef, 1975. 
ofthese reefs was constructed ona sandy 
bottom in around 10m of water about 4 
km off Henley Beach (near Grange) in 
1970, and consisted ofabout 15,000 tires 
which had been slit and tied with plastic 
packaging tape into cylindrical bundles 
ofaround8-lOtires. Unfortunately, this 
reef, in which no anchoring was em­
ployed, was largely dispersed andburied 
during a one-in-thirty-year storm less 
5D. Pollard and J. Matthews, N.S.W. Fisheries 
Research Institute, Cronulla. Unpubl. data. 
served over the next 2 years5 . 
South Australia 
Another study using tire reefs was car­
riedout inGulfSt. VincentnearAdelaide 
by the S.A. Department of Fisheries in 
theearly 1970's (Sanders, 1974). The first 
15 
Figure4.-School ofblackfish, Girella tricuspidata, around Lake Macquarie tire 
reef,1975. 
Figure 5.-Sponges and other encrusting organisms on Lake Macquarie tire reef, 1975. 
than a year after being laid. A second reef 
comprising some 25,000 tires was subse­
quently laid, also near Adelaide, on a 
sandy substrate close to a natural calcare­
ous reefin about 18mofwaterabout5 kIn 
offshore from Glenelg in 1973. This reef 
was also partially dispersed over subse­
quent years by winter storms (Olsen et 
al.,1976). 
Ingeneral, thedominant attached fauna 
and flora on the tires of both reefs com­
prised oysters and encrusting serpulid 
polychaetetubeworms, togetherwith some 
ascidians and a variety of algae (the lat­
ter forming about 60percent coveron the 
remaining tires of the Grange reef after 
about 3 years). Although 6 fish species 
were observed on the Grange reefabout 
6 months after itwas laid andbefore itwas 
dispersed by storm damage, only 3 spe­
cies were observed on its remains during 
the following 3years. About 17 fish spe­
cies (including 5 or 6 of some economic 
importance), however, wereobservedon 
theGlenelg reefabout 1year after its con­
struction, and 27 species after 4 years 
(Branden, 1976). This greater diversity 
of fish may have been due to this reef's 
location close to an area ofnatural reef. 
The latter artificial reefwas also reported 
to be popular among sport fishermen, 
some of whom claimed to have taken 
good catches of King George whiting 
(Sillaginidae) and Australian snapper 
from it (Olsenetal., 1976). 
Olsenet al. (1976) concluded from the 
above studies that: "Overall, the results 
from bothreefs suggest that the provision 
of shelter by the tires is more important 
thanthe development ofan attachedcom­
munity oforganisms on them (which may 
be a source of food) in attracting fish to 
the artificial structure. " 
Following theplacementofthe first tire 
reefoffGrange in 1970, several smaller 
tire reefs were laidbylocal fishing groups 
under the supervisionoftheS.A. Depart­
ment ofFisheries at other South Austra­
lian locations near Whyalla (5,000 tires 
in 1971), Port Lincoln (2,000 tires in 
1972), Kingston (700 tires in 1972), Port 
Vincent (1 ,400 tires, date unknown), and 
Robe (numberoftires and date unknown) 
(Sanders, 1974; Olsenet al., 1976), though 
no informationappears to be available on 
the subsequent effectiveness of these 
reefs. Another tire reefwas laid in about 
15 m ofwater nearWhyalla in 1983, which 
comprised around 50 t of large earth­
moving machinery tires (each weighing 
over 200 kg) together with about lOt of 
waste concrete pipes (Daniels, 1984), 
though again no reports are available as 
to this reef's effectiveness. 
The most recent tire reef program in 
South Australia, and so far Australia's 
largest in terms of both the numbers of 
tires laid and its cost, has been that car­
ried outby the S.A. DepartmentofFish­
eries between 1984 and 1986. During this 
periodaround 7 ,000 ' 'tetrahedron mod­
ule units" were constructed, each com­
prising 28 ventilated tires secured by 
polyester tape and stainless steel crimp 
seals, with the nine basal tires being 
weighted with concrete. These tire reef 
units, eachweighing around250kg, were 
placed at 7 sites oflow fish abundance at 
depths of at least 15 m (to avoid storm 
surge damage) in both Spencer Gulfand 
GulfSt. Vincent. Theywereconstructed 
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using unemployment relieflabor at a total 
estimatedcostof$A1.2million (Branden 
and Reimers, 1987). 
By late 1987 almost 70 speciesoffishes 
had been recorded on these reefs, about 
halfofwhich were spciesofsome recrea­
tional and/or commercial fisheries value, 
including such highly sought angling 
species as Australian snapper and King 
George whiting. So far about 60 species 
ofalgae have been identifiedonthe reefs, 
and algal succession is also being studied 
using removable tire-rubber panels 
placed on them at 2-month intervals2• 
Other Australian States 
Apart from the use oftires in the multi­
component reefs described above in both 
Queensland and Victoria, a small reef 
comprising 80 tires was also constructed 
on a flat sandybottomoffRottnest Island 
near Pearth in southwestern W .A. by the 
Underwater Explorers Club ofW.A. in 
1971, with the aim of providing home 
sites for rock lobsters (Sanders, 1974). 
Another reef of 2,000 tires was also 
placed in about 10m ofwater offPortar­
lington in Port Phillip Bay nearGeelong, 
Victoria, by theBarwongroveSkindivers 
Club in 1973 (Beinssen, 1976). No fur­
ther information is available on the 
effectiveness of either of the latter two 
reefs, or of another small tire reef laid 
near Rous Light in Moreton Bay, 
Queensland, by a local trailer boat club 
in 1975 (Starling, 1983). 
New Zealand 
Russell (1971, 1975) constructeda small 
experimental tire reefnear Leigh offthe 
northeastern coast ofNew Zealand dur­
ing the early 1970's and found it to sup­
port a very high fish biomass, equivalent 
to 10-14 times the standing stockofnear­
by natural rocky reefs. The bulk of this 
biomass was accounted for by a species 
ofred mullet which' •aggregated in large 
numbers around the reef" ... but "fed 
mainly by grubbing about on the sur­
rounding sand" (Russell, 1976). From 
this study, and the observations ofother 
workers in California and Hawaii, Rus­
sell noted that such "peripheral-living" 
sand-dwelling species were often impor­
tantcomponentsofartificial reeffish pop­
ulations, and in consequence suggested 
that large numbers ofsmall reefs (which 
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would maximize the available ecotone 
areas) may prove to be more effective 
than smaller numbers oflargerones (Rus­
sell, 1976). 
Ship Reefs 
Although sunken boats and barges had 
been used previously in several of the 
multicomponent reefs described above 
(e.g., in Port PhillipBay in Victoria, and 
Moretonand HerveyBaysand Southport 
Broadwater in southern Queensland) 
during the late 1960's and early 1970's, 
the first largeoffshore reefconsistingen­
tirely ofderelict ships was commenced in 
N.S.W. waters off Sydney in the mid 
1970's (Pollard, 1976). 
New South Wales 
The first ofthevessels, an 88m Sydney 
Harbour ferry, was sunk on a flat sandy 
bottominabout45 m ofwater about 3km 
offshore from Narrabeen in the northern 
suburbs ofSydney inMay 1976 (Anony­
mous, 1976). A 67 m linseed oil tanker 
was added to the reefsite in Decemberof 
that year, and about another 10 vessels 
ranging from 20 to 75 m in length were 
added between that time and the early 
1980's (Fig. 7). By 1979, divers from 
N. S.W. State Fisheries had noted25 spe­
cies of fish on this reef, ranging from 
Figure 6.-Tire units being barged to Port Hacking artificial reef site, 1977. 
small baitfish suchas yellowtail, Trachu­
rus novaezeiandiae, to 15 kg yellowtail 
kingfish, Serioia lalandi, and sirnilar­
sized mulloway, Argyrosomus hoioiepi­
daoo. Recreational and commercial fish­
ermenusing lines and traps, respectively, 
reported good catches of the latter two 
species, plus Australian snapper, teraglin 
(Sciaenidae), and several other species, 
from this ship reefduring the late 1970's 
(N.S.W. State Fisheries, 1979)(Fig. 8). 
In addition to diving surveys of some 
of the ships comprising this reef, which 
lies in 45-55 mofwater, and hence near 
the limit ofconvenience for scubadiving 
surveys of sufficient duration, the reef 
has also been surveyed using the small 
manned research submarine Platypus 
(Anonymous, 1982a), and also an un­
manned robot submersible, the "TREC" 
(Tethered Remote Camera), equipped 
with colorvideo camerasand a remotely 
controlled arm and claw (Anonymous, 
1984). 
Other Australian States 
Apart from the various artificial reefs 
containing derelict vessels mentioned 
above and themany accidental shipwrecks 
scattered around the Australian coastline 
whichhave proved to beexcellentfishing 
spots,anumberofothervesselshavebeen 
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Figure 7. -Sinking of the linseed oil tanker Meggol at the Narrabeen artificial reef site, 1976. 
Figure 8.-Schools oftrevally, Pseudocaranxdentex, and mulloway, Argyrosomus 
hololepidotus, and a solitary whiteear, Parma microlepis, in the hold ofthe sunken 
ferry Dee Why at the Narrabeen artificial reef site, 1979. 
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sunk for this specific purpose in Austra­
lianwaters. These include a 74mbucket 
dredge sunkin oceanwaters at20 mdepth 
offPhillipIsland, Victoria, in 1976(Win­
stanley, 1979); a 39 mVietnamese refu­
gee boat and a 35 m pontoon sunk in 
Darwin Harbour, Northern Territory, in 
1982 (Starling, 1983); and two 43 mhop­
perbarges sunkinabout20 mofwateroff 
Glenelg and Ardrossan in Gulf St. Vin­
cent, South Australia, in 1984 (Branden, 
1984). Little information is available on 
the success of these latter ship reefs, 
though at Glenelg, boarfish, leatherjack­
ets, trevally (Carangidae), andanumber 
of other smaller species of fishes were 
observed by divers about a month after 
sinking (Branden, 1984). 
Fish Aggregation Devices 
Initial experiments with surface and 
midwater fish aggregationdevices (FAD's) 
inAustralian waters were inspired by the 
early observational studies on fish attrac-
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tion to floating structures by Gooding 
(1%5) andGooding and Magnuson (1%7) 
in Hawaii, and subsequent experimental 
workonFAD's byWickhametal. (1973) 
and Wickham and Russell (1974) in the 
Gulfof Mexico off Florida. 
New South Wales 
The first known experiments with 
FAD's in Australia were carried out by 
J. Matthews ofN.S.W. State Fisheries 
and the author in 1978. Attempts were 
made at this time to place a tent-shaped 
attractorconsisting ofa polyvinyl chlor­
ide (pVC) pipe frame coveredwith white 
vinyl cloth beneath the buoy (a foam­
filled Boeing 707 aircraft tire) which had 
been attached by chain to the hull of a 
sunken ferry to mark the position of the 
Narrabeen ShipReef (see above) for the 
benefit of anglers and divers. Although 
this FAD (similar to that illustrated in 
Matthews, 1973) was ofgenerally simi­
lar construction to those used by Wick­
ham et al. (1973) in the GulfofMexico, 
itwas rapidly brokenupby the strongcur­
rent which often prevails in this area. 
As the marker buoy was also lost soon 
afterwards (again probably due to the 
strain on it from the current), a replace­
ment spar buoy constructed of 20 cm 
diameter PVC pipe was attached to the 
ferry using wire cable in 1979. Another 
attractor, constructedofa strongerPVC 
pipe frame within which was stretched a 
rectangle ofblack plastic mesh, was at­
tached in midwater beneath this buoy. 
This FAD was observed toattract schools 
ofsmall scads (Carangidae) andotherbait­
fish, as well as numbers oflargeyellow­
tail kingfish, before both it and the buoy 
to which it was attached were lost some 
months later, in this case apparently due 
to human interference. 
A further experimental FAD was con­
structed in 1980, comprising a4 xIS m 
rectangle ofblackplasticmesh suspended 
at4 m depth below a buoyconstructed of 
2 X 200 liter foam-fIlled oil drums. This 
FAD was placed about 30 km offshore 
from Sydney in about 180 m of water 
(Anonymous, 1980) (Fig. 9). Threesim­
ilarFAD's were subsequently placed off 
the southernN.S.W. coastline in thevicin­
ity ofJervisBay (1) and Eden (2) in 1981, 
with the aim of attracting commercial 
quantities ofsouthern bluefin tuna (Scom­
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Figure9.-Diversampling baitfish schooling around midwaterFAD attractordrape, 
1980. 
bridae). These FAD's consisted of 13 X 
18 m polyethylene netting "flags" (or a 
9 mlong nettingcone in thecaseoftheJer­
vis Bay site) attached 10mbelow similar 
buoys (i.e., 2 X 200 liter foam-fIlled oil 
drums attachedend to end, and in thiscase 
surrounded by a collar of foam-fIlled 
PVC pipes to provide extra flotation). 
These buoys supported a conical battery 
compartment, a radar reflector, and a 
flashing amber light triggeredby a photo­
sensitive switch, and wereattached to 500 
kg concrete anchor blocks by 300 m of 
PVC-covered6 mmgalvanizedwire and 
a short ground chain (Fig. 10). Unfor­
tunately, all of these FAD's had disap­
peared within several months of their 
placement and before their fish attraction 
potential could be adequately assessed 
and monitored (Matthews and Butcher, 
1983). Although no southernbluefin tuna 
were reported, anecdotal evidence from 
both recreational and commercial fisher­
men suggested that they were successful 
in attracting a number of other pelagic 
fish species, including scads and yellow­
tail kingfish. 
Further experiments were carried out 
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Figure to.-FAD being deployed from FRV Kapala, 1979. 
by J. Matthews in 1982 using buoys con­
structed of3 X 200 liter foam-filled oil 
drums mounted side by side in a hard­
wood frame with a counterweight be­
neath. These buoys had the same radar 
reflection and lighting arrangementas the 
above, were attached to a 1,050 kg con­
crete anchor, and supported an attractor 
drape ofplastic strapping woveninto net­
ting. These FAD's were placed offSyd­
ney (3), Port Stephens (l), and Narooma 
(l), butagain mostofthemwerelost with­
in about 3 months of placement. How­
ever, before their loss (which was again 
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attributed to the strong current, heavy 
swell, and possibly also shipping in this 
offshore area), diving and trolling sur­
veys on some of these FAD's showed 
good populations ofsmall baitfish (main­
ly scads) and also such popular angling 
species as yellowtail kingfish and dolphin 
fish (Coryphaenidae). Amateur anglers 
also reported catches of these two spe­
cies, as well as albacore, yellowfin and 
skipjack tunas (Scombridae), and sharks, 
and also sightings ofmarlin (Istiophori­
dae) around these FAD's before they 
were lost. 
Developments in this FAD program 
since 1983have involvedareturn to the use 
ofcurrentand swell-resistantsparbuoys, 
since the 2 and 3 x 200 liter oil drum 
designs, which had reputedly proven suc­
cessful overseas, hadconsistently failed 
in the strong currentand high shipping ac­
tivity areas where they hadbeen deployed 
offtheN.S.W. coastline. These spar buoys 
are constructed from 6mlengths of 315 
mmdiameterheavy duty PVC pipe filled 
with polyurethane foam for floatation. 
Concrete (""70 kg) ispoured into the bot­
tom ends of the pipes for ballast, alumi­
nium foil placed in the top ends for radar 
reflection, and end caps attached using 
PVC glue and 18 mm diameter steel 
center rods threaded at the top end and 
bent to form a ring at the bottom. The 
mooring assembly consists ofa ""450 kg 
railroadcarwheel as theanchor, 10mof 
groundchain, ""1.2times thewater depth 
of28 mmpolyethylene rope, and IOmof 
topchain attachedto the buoy viaaswivel. 
All connections are made using hammer­
locksandhardeyes. Theattractordrape, 
which comprises a 10 x 2msectionof45 
mm welded cross-strip plastic webbing, 
is attached to a light chain and thence to 
the mooring system at the selected depth6• 
Nine ofthese FAD's, several ofwhich 
lasted for more than 6 months, were de­
ployed offSydney during 1983-84, and 
fish species attracted to them included a 
variety ofsmall baitfish, yellowtail king­
fish, rainbow runner (Carangidae), dol­
phin fish, yellowfin and skipjack tunas, 
andsharks (MatthewsandButcher, 1986) 
(Fig. 11). 
The most recent FAD to be located in 
N.S.W. waters by the FisheriesResearch 
Institute was placed in 75 m depth off 
Coffs Harbour, in the north of the state, 
during 1986. Although this FAD, which 
was of similar design to the above, was 
lost within 6 months of its placement, it 
was observed to attract large numbers of 
avariety offishspecies, including yellow­
tail kingfish, rainbowrunnerandamber­
jack (Carangidae), cobia (Rachycentri­
dae) , dolphin fish, various species of 
sharks, leatherjackets, and small bait­
fishes. One notable catch by two mem­
bers of a local sportfishing club at this 
6J. Matthews, N.5.W. Fisheries Research Institute, 
Cronulla. Personal commun. 
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FAD "resulted in 158 dolphin fish being 
tagged and released in one session" 
(Anonymous, 1986). 
Western Australia 
A number of FAD's were placed at 
four locations off Esperance and Hope­
town in southwestern W.A. in 1980-81 
by the W.A. Department of Fisheries. 
The buoys for these comprised 3 X 200 
liter foam-filled oil drums in steel frames 
supporting lights and radar reflectors, 
and were attached to 1,500 kg concrete 
anchors in 120-200m depths using poly­
propylene rope and chain. Attractor 
drapes, which werehung from the buoys, 
comprised 15 m lengths ofrope attached 
by wooden crossbeams and supporting 
rope-fiber bundles. Problems were ex­
perienced with buoys breaking up and 
dragging their anchors, but commercial 
fishermen made good catchesofsouthern 
bluefin tuna around them by pole and line 
live-bait fishing, aswell as catching some 
bigeye and skipjack tunas and sharks 
(Anonymous, 1981a, b). The estimated 
minimum contribution ofthese FAD's to 
the total tuna catchofthis area iil"1980-81 
was 34 percent (Starling, 1983). 
Althoughall ofthese FAD's eventually 
brokeaway, onelasted for 18months. The 
buoys used were subsequently changed 
to fiberglass-coated high-density poly­
urethane blocks and the anchors to two 
railroad car wheels attached in tandem, 
and nine of these newer-design FAD's 
were placed offthe south coast between 
Albany and Esperance during 1983. A 
further 10 were deployed off the south 
coast in 1984, in addition to one at Cape 
Leeuwin, one at Cape Naturaliste, and 
three offExmouth Gulf. Unfortunately, 
"feedback from professional and ama­
teur fishermen on the success ofthis pro­
gramme has been disappointing" (Anon­
ymous, 1987). 
In addition to the above FAD's, which 
were placed primarily for the benefit of 
commercial tuna fishermen by the W.A. 
Department of Fisheries, amateur fish­
ing groups in that state have also placed 
a number of FAD's off Rottnest Island, 
near Perth, since the early 1980's. Good 
catches of dolphin fish and tunas have 
since been made around these structures 
(Starling, 1983; Roennfeldt, 1984). 
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Queensland 
AlthoughaFAD was reportedly placed 
offMoreton Island in southern Queens­
land by amateur angling interests in 1981 
(Orr, 1981; Bowerman, 1982),noinfor­
mation is available as to its success. How­
ever, during 1982 three further FAD's 
wereplaced offBundaberg, further to the 
north, and these reportedly providedgood 
fishing for yellowfin tuna and Spanish 
and school mackerels (Scombridae), 
black marlin and sailfish (lstiophoridae), 
and cobia (Rachycentridae) (Starling, 
1983). 
Two more FAD's were placed over a 
shallow seamount about 80 n.mi. off 
Cairns in the north of this state during 
1982to attracttunafor commercialhand­
line and pole fishing in that area. The 
buoys used were of fiberglass-covered 
polystyrene supporting masts with radar 
reflectors and flashing lights, and under 
which were suspended drapes compris­
ing 2 m lengths ofplastic binding tape in­
serted into the lay of20 m of' 'terryprop" 
rope (Anonymous, 1982b). No reports 
have been received on the effectiveness 
ofthese FAD's, or on a number ofothers 
placed in southern Queensland waters by 
local angling interests since that time 
(Steptoe, 1984). 
Figure n.-Yellowtail kingfish, Seriola lalandi, schooling around a FAD off
 
Sydney, 1983.
 
Tasmania 
A FAD ofsimilar design to those used 
off Cairns was placed in f\J 150 m depth 
off Tasman Island in southeastern Tas­
mania in 1982to attract southern bluefin 
and skipjacktunas (Anonymous, 1982c), 
althoughno report as to its success has yet 
beenpublished. A further FAD was placed 
in 11OmdepthoffSt. Helens innortheast­
em Tasmania in 1983, and although no 
details of its construction are available, 
good catches of albacore and skipjack 
tuna and sightings of southern bluefin 
tuna and marlin were subsequently made 
in the area (Wilson, 1983). 
Other Australian States 
A singleexperimental FAD, consisting 
of an inverted cone ofnetting about 5 m 
deep and suspended in midwater, was 
placed by the S.A. Department of Fish­
eries in23 m depth offOnkaparinga Head 
in Gulf St. Vincent, just south of Ade­
laide, in 1982 (Gartside and Branden, 
1983), but no reports ofits effectiveness 
have appeared to date. 
Although no FAD's have yet been con­
structed in Victorian waters, the Victor­
ian Department of Fisheries has been 
monitoring fish populations around oil 
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production platforms in Bass Strait (which 
provide excellent nonpurpose built fish 
attractors) in relation to the possible future 
development ofFAD's, and also the pos­
sible eventual useofthese platforms asar­
tificial reefs, in this area. 
New Zealand 
The first FAD to beplaced in New Zea­
land (N.Z.) waters was located offMayor 
Island, in the Bay of Plenty to the south 
eastofAuckland, in 1982, and consisted 
of"alatticeofaluminiumtubeswitha20 
metre length of net hung beneath it, the 
net being laced with streamers of blue 
plastic parcel strapping. " Although this 
FAD was constructed by a commercial 
fishing company with the aim of aggre­
gating small schools of skipjack tuna 
present in this area for purse-seining pur­
poses (Anonymous, 1982d), noinforma­
tion as to its success has subsequently 
been reported. Other FAD's have since 
been deployed in N.Z. waters by sport­
fishing clubs, such as that located in the 
North Taranaki Bight near New Plym­
outh (Baty, 1988), though again no infor­
mation on their success is available. 
Papua New Guinea 
Theuseofsmall-scale fish aggregation 
devices by artisanal fishermen in Papua 
New Guinea (P.N.G.) was reported onby 
Frusher (1986). In this study by the Fish­
eries Researchand Surveys Branchofthe 
P.N.G. DepartmentofPrimary Industry, 
two FAD's weredeployed in 160and 390 
m of water along the northern coastline 
nearWewakin 1984. These consistedof 
two or three 200 liter foam-filled oil 
drums welded in an angle-iron frame and 
anchored by rope and chain to discarded 
engineblocks. No information wasgiven 
onattractordrape materials ordesign. Al­
though the shallower ofthe two FAD's 
, 'proved unsuccessful both in the amount 
offish it aggregated and the consistency 
with which they were aggregated, " the 
deeper (390 m) FAD' 'provided consis­
tent troll catches averaging 12 kg/hr/ 
vessel, with severalcatchesexceeding40 
kg/hr/vessel." This deep-water FAD 
tripled the annual harvestoftunas by arti­
sanal fishermen in the Wewak area. 
However, the fish caught around the 
FAD were significantly smaller than 
those normally caught in the artisanal 
fishery. Frusher (1986) also commented 
that, "while FAD's appear as a bonus to 
P.N.G. artisanal fishermen, their harvest 
ofjuvenile fish is of concern," and that 
"the harvesting of (juvenile) tunas at 
FAD's may remove a built in safety mar­
gin that prevents growth overfishing." 
A similar low-cost, low-maintenance 
FAD was placed in90m ofwater inHuon 
Gulf, northeasternP.N.G., in 1982 (and 
replaced in 1983), also to assist artisanal 
fishermen. Dried coconut fronds were at­
tached as the attractordrape and found to 
beeffective in attracting a variety ofsmall 
baitfish species, as well as whaler sharks 
(Carcharhinidae), dolphin fish and tunas. 
The 1983 replacementFAD lasted for 22 
months, and although it reduced travel­
ling time and fuel costs, the local village 
fishermen were apparently not motivated 
enough to maintain it by regularly replac­
ing the coconut frond drapes (Quinn, 
1987). 
Portable Fish Attractor 
Although not a FAD in the more tradi­
tional sense, a recent Australian devel­
opment termed a "fish magnet" also 
warrants some mention in the general 
category ofsurface fish attraction devices. 
This poitable fish attractor consists ofan 
inverted truncatedcone-shaped structure 
made ofheavy-duty polyethylene plastic 
with panels of reflective material on its 
submerged surfaces. Inside is mounted a 
rechargable battery operating a small 
pump which sprays water from anadjust­
able hose nozzle mounted above water 
level. When launched from a boat and 
floating in the water, "waveactioncauses 
the 12 mirrored panels to flash sunlight 
deep underwater-simulating the flanks 
of surface fish-while water spraying 
from its angled nozzle spins the buoy 
causing random splashing on the sur­
face." This action is claimed to' 'simu­
late the surfacedisturbance ofa school of 
anxious baitfish, " and thus attract such 
"hungry and curious fish" and "large 
predators" as marlin, kingfish, dolphin 
fish, and various species oftunas (Anson­
Smith, 1987). 
Artificial Habitats for
 
Spawning and Recruitment
 
Although they may not fall under the 
strictdefinition ofartificial reefs or FAD's, 
brief mention will also be made here of 
a variety ofartificial structures that have 
beenused in Australian waters for small­
scale experimental and other scientific 
studies on juvenile fish and crustacean 
recruitment and fish spawning. 
Artificial Aquatic Vegetation 
, ,Artificial seaweed' , collectors have 
been used to collect the puerulus larvae 
(i.e., the lastpelagic stage) ofthe western 
rock lobster for commercial catchpredic­
tion purposes in Western Australia since 
1969 (Phillips, 1972). These collectors 
comprise a triangular tent-shaped struc­
ture of gray PVC sheet mounted in an 
aluminium frame, to which is attached 
seagrass matting and numerous tassels of 
man-made' 'tanikalon' , fibers. They are 
deployed (suspended at the surface) at 
various points along the coastline of 
southwestern W.A. where the puerulus 
larvae, which collect among the fibers, 
are sampledat regular intervals. By count­
ing the puerulus larvae which have settled, 
a relatively reliable estimateofthe abun­
dance of recruits to the fishery 4 years 
later can be made (Phillips, 1987). 
Belletal. (1985, 1987) have used "ar­
tificial seagrass units" (ASU's) to study 
the recruitmentofpostlarval andjuvenile 
fishes and crustaceans to estuaries in the 
vicinityofSydney,N.S.W. TheseASU's 
wereconstructedby attaching 550bunches 
each of 10 plastic "leaves" (each leaf' 
being 280 mm long and containing small 
air bubbles for floatation) to 7 m2 panels 
of galvanized steel mesh using monel 
metal staples, giving each unit an overall 
leaf density of 800 m-2. Twenty-four 
such ASU's were submerged nearnatural 
Zostera capricorni seagrass beds for 6 
weeks, and the fish and crustaceans in­
habiting them were collected using fine 
surrounding nets and the ichthyocide rote­
none. These faunal assemblages were 
then compared with thosecollected from 
comparable areas within theadajacent 
natural seagrassbeds. TheASU'syielded 
fewer species, but there was no signifi­
cant difference in the number ofindividu­
als present. However, relative abundances 
of species were generally similar in the 
two habitats, and itwas concluded that the 
artificial seagrass attracts vagile macro­
fauna typical of real seagrass, with the 
difference in species numbers present 
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probably being due to the lack of time 
available for the ASU's to accumulate the 
full suiteofspecies present in the natural 
seagrass (Bell et al., 1985). 
Laterexperiments werealsocarriedout 
using similar ASU's to detennine whe­
ther settling fishes discriminatedbetween 
artificial seagrass with dense and sparse 
leaves. Fromthese itwasconcluded that 
the relative abundances ofjuvenilefishes 
in isolated ASU'swere not due to settle­
mentpreferences based onphysical com­
plexity ofthe seagrass habitat (Belletal. , 
1987). Artificial seagrasses are also cur­
rently being used inecological studies on 
thedistributionand communitydynamics 
ofalgae and invertebrates typically epi­
phytic on the seagrass Amphibolus in 
southwestern W.A. (Murdoch Univer­
sity, 1985). 
Similar artificial macrophyte beds have 
also beenused as "traps" inbrackishand 
freshwater upper estuarine habitats dur­
ing studies ofjuvenileAustralianbass (Per­
cichthyidae) recruitment in the Hawkes­
bury River system just to the north of 
Sydney. Although these units were suc­
cessful in attracting a variety of small 
freshwater fishes, they were not judged 
to be very practical over longer time peri­
ods as they quickly became fouled by 
debris which was washed downstream7. 
Rock Shelters 
Working in the freshwater riverine en­
vironment, Koehn (1987a) compared pop­
ulations ofriver blackfish (Gadopsidae) 
in a stretch of the Ovens River, north­
eastern Victoria, which had been "seeded 
with large rocks," with populations in 
both an adjacent unmodified section and 
a section of the river containing willow 
debris. Numbers ofblackfish were about 
nine times greater in the section contain­
ing the artificially placed rock habitat 
(and six times greater in that containing 
the willow debris) than in theadjacent un­
modified section. Although Koehn noted 
thatthere appeared to benopreviousdoc­
umentation of the use of instream struc­
tures in attempts to enhance freshwater 
fish populations elsewhere in Australia, 
he concluded: "Overall the study high­
lights the importance of instream 
7J. Harris, N.S.W. Fisheries Research Institute, 
Cronulla. Personal commun. 
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cover" ... and "shows thattheuseofar­
tificial habitat structures to increasecover 
can dramatically increase fish popula­
tions. " 
Although they may not strictly qualify 
as artificial reefs, small pieces oferoded 
coralline limestone rock (UD-units") were 
used in comparative studies of reef fish 
recruitment to live coral colonies ("L­
units' ') of similar size off Heron Island 
(at the southern end ofthe Great Barrier 
Reef, Queensland) by Sale and Dybdahl 
(1975). Greaternumber ofspeciesand in­
dividuals were collected (each 4 months 
over2years) from the L-units than theD­
units, and although 5 common species 
preferredthe L-units overthe latter, most 
species did not make this discrimination. 
These authors concluded that, with the 
exceptionoftheabove5species, " ... the 
distribution of species among units is a 
result of chance colonisation, not of a 
systematic partitioning ofthe living space 
provided. " 
Artificial Habitats for Spawning 
With regard to artificial habitats for fish 
spawning, different configurations of 
PVC pipes have beenused experimental­
1y to provide spawning cavities for river 
blackfish (Gadopsidae) in freshwater 
stream environments in Victoria (Koehn, 
1987b), and for collecting the breeding 
adults, eggs and larvae ofintroducedori­
ental gobies (Gobiidae) inestuaries on the 
N.S.W. central coasts. 
Discussion 
Having outlined in some detail the his­
tory and development ofvarious artificial 
fish habitat projects in the Australian re­
gionoverthepast20yearsor so, it is con­
sidered appropriate here to summarize 
some ofthe main problems encountered 
and lessons learned and to discuss pos­
sible future developments. 
The most suitable materials for artifi­
cial reefconstructionin this regionappear 
to vary withboththe area (e.g., latitudin­
ally) and thehabitattype(e.g., estuarine 
vs. open ocean). For instance, while 
motor vehicle bodies had a life expectan­
cy of <5 years in the subtropical waters 
3D. Pollard and R. Talbot, N.S.W. Fisheries Re­
search Institute, Cronulla, UnpubJ. data. 
of southern Queensland (Anonymous, 
1971), incooler temperate areas, suchas 
the South Australian gulfs, they were 
found to remain substantially intactfor at 
least 20 years2• Inenclosed waters (e.g. , 
estuaries and sheltered bays) bundles of 
motor vehicle tires appeared to provide 
the most suitable shelter for fish when 
compared with a variety of other waste 
materials used in the construction ofmulti­
component reefS (e.g., Anonymous, 1971; 
Beinssen, 1976). However, without sub­
stantial attachment and anchoring, such 
tire reefs were rapidly brokenup and dis­
persed inmore exposed situations, e.g. , 
the South Australian gulfs (Olsen et al., 
1976). InN.S.W. atleast, initial studies 
indicate that tire reefs in the lower, more 
marine dominated areas ofestuaries (pol­
lardet al., 1987) appear to support high­
erdiversities anddensities offishes than 
those located in more upper estuarine 
situations5. 
Some of the obvious advantages of 
usingwaste tires for reefconstruction in­
clude their ready availability (usually ob­
tainable free and inlargequantities), their 
bulk toweight ratio (and thus ease ofhan­
dlingand transport), theirdurability, and 
their nontoxic composition. They arealso 
easily and cheaply attached to each other 
inawidevariety ofconfigurations (e.g. , 
using plastic packaging strap, or in more 
severe environments, polypropylene 
rope), and they provide a suitable sub­
strate for a wide variety of sessile inver­
tebrates and algaeas well as astructurally 
complex habitat for fish (Beinssen, 1976; 
Pollard et al., 1987; and Branden2). 
The most suitable material for reefcon­
struction inexposed oroffshoreareas ap­
pearedto bederelict vessels. Thesehave 
proven very successful off the central 
coastlineofN.S.W., wheretheyare fished 
regularly, with good catches being taken 
by both recreationalandcommercial fish­
ermen (N.S.W. State Fisheries, 1979). 
Derelict vessels have not been difficult to 
obtain in the vicinity oflarger port cities 
(such as Sydney), and have usually been 
prepared (e.g., cleaned ofoil and float­
abies) and transported free to the sinking 
site by the owners, who are eager to dis­
pose of them cheaply. Care needs to be 
taken that they do not form a hazard to 
navigation, for which the reef-building 
authority could be held responsible. In 
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this regard, the Commonwealth Depart­
ment ofTransport requires 33 mdepth of 
clearwaterabove any vessel sunkin open 
ocean waters around Australia for this 
purpose. 
Other materials which have been used 
successfully for reefconstruction in this 
region includelargeconcretepipes, quar­
ry rock, and, in a few cases, specially 
constructedconcrete "fishhouses" and 
steel box frames (Beinssen, 1976). All of 
these materials, however, and especial­
ly when used in enclosed waters, need to 
be laid on very firm substrates to avoid 
theirbecomingburied. They shouldalso 
be arranged on the bottom in relatively 
high-prof11e structures to be most effec­
tive in attracting and supporting signifi­
cantpopulations offish (Beinssen, 1976). 
Although specially constructed concrete 
, 'fishhouses' , (generally based onJapa­
nese designs) have been used on a small 
scale in both subtropical and temperate 
areas (e.g., Davie, 1971; Beinssen, 1976), 
they have generally not proven to be 
superiorto tirebundles ofsimilar size, are 
more costly, and are more difficult to 
transport and handle. 
It can thus be concluded that because 
of their generally low cost, readyavail­
ability, effectiveness, and relative ease of 
handling, waste materials, and particu­
larly motorvehicle tires andderelictves­
sels, have proven to be the most popular 
reefbuilding materials used in the Aus­
tralian region. Although they may also 
prove successful, specially constructed 
concrete structures have been used most­
1y in small-scale experimental reefs con­
structed specifically for scientific re­
search purposes (e.g., Russell et al., 
1974). 
The greatest successes to date with sur­
face and mid-water fish aggregation de­
vices have been achieved witheither spar 
buoys constructed of foam-f1l1ed PVC 
pipe or very light and buoyant floats con­
structedofpolyurethane foam. The for­
mer have proven to be the more suitable 
in high current flow areas, such as offthe 
N.S.W. coastline (Matthews and But­
cher, 1983), and the latter in other areas 
oflessercurrentflow (e.g. ,Anonymous, 
1982b, c; Starling, 1983). 
Surprisingly large anchors (up to about 
1,000 kg) have been required in some 
areas, though railroad car wheels of 
aroundhalfthatweight, which appear to 
be superior to concreteblocks, havebeen 
used successfully together with spar 
buoysofftheN.S.W. coastline. Although 
both plastic-coated wire cableand chain 
have been used, the most successful at­
tachment material between anchor and 
buoy has provento bepolyethylene rope 
(of either relatively short scope or 
weighted in places to prevent it from 
floating on the surface and becoming 
entangled in ships' propellors), together 
with top and bottom chains, swivels, and 
"hammerlock" connections. 
The most successful attractor drapes 
appear to be "flags" ofvarious types of 
synthetic mesh webbing or netting sus­
pended within 20 m of the surface, al­
thoughpalmfronds suspendedatornear 
the surfacehave proven both very conve­
nient andeffective in tropical areas (e.g. , 
Quinn, 1987). 
The mostcommon groups offishes at­
tracted to FAD's in the Australian region, 
apart from avariety ofpelagic baitfishes, 
have included various species of tunas 
(Scombridae) in all areas, and yellowtail 
kingfish (Carangidae), dolphin fish 
(Coryphaenidae), and various billfishes 
(Istiophoridae) in warm temperate to 
tropical waters. 
In the area ofportable fish attractors, 
the "fish magnet" (Anson-Smith, 1987) 
appears to show considerablepromise in 
attracting surface-feeding fish, although 
its effectiveness has yet to be fully evalu­
ated. It could also be further adapted to 
exploit a number ofother forms of sen­
sory stimulations ofthese fish, including 
for instance a "berley" (or "chum") 
slick, flashing underwater lights for night 
fishing, sonic attractors, etc. 
Apart from the use of small concrete 
modules and similarartificial reefstruc­
tures in experimental scientific studies 
(e.g., on fish recruitment), artificial 
vegetation (e.g., seagrass; Bell et al., 
1985, 1987) also shows promise for this 
type of work, as do small-scale rock 
shelters (e.g. ,SaleandDybdahl, 1975), 
and individual artificial spawning 
habitats (e.g., of PVC pipe; Koehn, 
1987b), in both the inshore marine/ 
estuarine and freshwater environments. 
Comparisons ofnatural vs. artificial reef 
habitats have also provided useful in­
formation on the functional ecology of 
these systems in the former environ­
ment (e.g., Burchmore et al., 1985). 
In spite of the few relatively small­
scale studies on fish recruitment and the 
natural-artificial reefcomparisons men­
tioned above, and apart from the one 
relatively long-term ecological study 
of the fish assemblage inhabiting a tire 
reef in aN.S.W. estuary (Pollard et al. , 
1987), most evaluations on the effec­
tivenessofartificial reefs and FAD'scon­
structed in the Australian region have 
beenbasedon rather haphazardobserva­
tions. There is aneed for moreextensive 
and properly designed biological moni­
toring programs not only in Australia 
(e.g., Winstanley, 1979) but worldwide. 
As pointed out by Bohnsack and 
Sutherland (1985): "Due to inadequate 
long-term monitoring, critical knowl­
edge about why artificial reefs workordo 
not work is lacking." 
Some more general and summary ob­
servations based on the Australian devel­
opments described above include the 
following: 
No large-scale' 'purpose built" struc­
tures (e.g., specially constructed con­
crete "fish houses," as used in Japan) 
have so far been used in production (as 
opposed to experimental) artificial reefs 
inAustralia, where theemphasishasbeen 
primarily on the use ofcheap and easily 
obtainable waste materials. Fortunately, 
there seem to have been few attempts to 
useartificial reefconstructionas an "ex­
cuse" for the disposal ofunwanted waste 
materials in Australian coastal waters. 
Most ofthe production reefs constructed 
havebeenprimarily for the benefitofrec­
reational fishermen, though a number of 
FAD projects have been aimed at en­
hancing commercial (particularly tuna) 
fisheries. 
Resources (particularly staffand fund­
ing) for artificial habitat research in the 
Australian region have been very re­
stricted (compared with, even on a per 
capita basis, the United States and 
Japan). The trends in research interest 
up to the early 1980's were outlined by 
Pollard and Matthews (1985), with the 
majority of the publications on multi­
component and tire reefs appearing 
around the early tomid 1970's, those on 
ship reefs in the late 1970's, and those on 
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FAD's in the early 1980's. Very little 
work, exceptfor thatontire reefs in South 
Australia by Branden and Reimers 
(1987), has beencarriedout inAustralia 
since that time. 
At present there is no environmental 
"mitigation" legislation in force in Aus­
tralia (e.g., along the lines of that pres­
ently applying in California: Duffy, 
1985; Grant, 1987) which could provide 
a much-neededboosttoartificial fisheries 
habitat construction and research here. 
The success ofsuchprograms in Austra­
lia to date, as inearlier times in theUnited 
States (Stone et al., 1987), has generally 
depended much more on the energy, en­
thusiasm, improvisationand initiativeof 
those carrying them out than on special­
ised technical expertise and adequate 
funding. 
In the future, with well planned and 
adequately funded research, it should be 
both technically and practically possible 
to design economical artificial reefs and 
FAD'swhich will be successful inattract­
ing balanced assemblages of fishes, in­
cluding harvestable populations of spe­
cies of economic importance to both 
recreational and commercial fisheries, 
for use in different habitat types found 
around Australia. 
Onepossibility for longer term fisher­
ies conservation, which was discussed 
at the concluding session of the Fourth 
International Conference on Artificial 
Habitats for Fisheries in Miami in 
November 1987, is the creation of arti­
ficial habitats which might be maintained 
unfished. These "artificial habitat 
reserves" should provide protected 
nursery or "seeding" areas for fishes 
which, with increasing population num­
bers, would "spill over" into surround­
ing fished areas, thus enhancing the 
overall production of fisheries in the 
region. Before this could be successfully 
implemented, however, further research 
is needed to determine the extent towhich 
different types of artificial habitats in­
crease the overall biomass, rather than 
just concentrating populations, of eco­
nomically useful species. 
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